
January 2019 New Moon Edition 
"Co-create Your Life as Sacred Art" 

Theme for the Month: Embody Your Artistry 
I deeply believe that we are all artists and creators, in charge of the greatest 
masterpiece on earth: our LIVES. We’re co-creating each day, all in service to the Great 
Cosmic Masterpiece and this dance of life of which we’re all a part. The life we are living in this 
very moment is the true work of Sacred Art.  We ALL MATTER and we’re here to DO 
SOMETHING THAT MATTERS. What we say, think, and create makes a difference in each 
moment and it affects the strings in the Great Web of All Life.   

We are all creative beings by nature, whether we acknowledge this inner power or not. Each 
one of us is needed NOW to show up in the fullness of who we truly are.  We each have a 
unique medicine and what I like to call #SOULSPARKLE that only we can bring. If we don't add 
it to the great cosmic masterpiece it will be lost forever.  We are the vision carriers of the world 
we want to see.  

Our life is our canvas -- and it's our responsibility to make it a masterpiece for the 
good of all. What I’m referring to when I use the word masterpiece is really reaching our peak 
human potential in this lifetime. It’s embodying our full artistry in every moment and continually 
stretching and growing into the fullness of who we're meant to be in the world. It's doing all we 
can to unleash our authentic soul expression so we can Sparkle SHAMELESSLY® in service to 
all those who need us most, and to Life itself. It’s time to deliver our deepest gifts to meet the 
world’s deepest needs. But without being fully in our bodies, we can’t be fully in our 
(r)evolutionary potential. I know that’s part of why you’re here inside the HIVE with us, sister! 

This is a journey of remembering ourselves into being and recovering our spiritual 
essence. It’s a journey back to our truth, our essence: our honest, authentic, wild, and alive 
selves.  I’m here to help bring reverence back to our daily lives and our interactions with all 
things, including our bodies, our sacred work in the world, our food, & all our relations. I’m here 
to help you see the Divine spark in you and all beings, so that you can make your entire life a 
blessing and a prayer for a better world. Plus, the overall health of our mind, body and soul also 
depends on how free we are to express our full selves. 
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To live your life as Sacred Art is saying YES to a spiritual lifestyle of wild creativity, courageous 
authenticity, full soul expression, BIG love & deep reverence. This is at the core of all I do, and 
one of the most nourishing experiences of my life. And I’m so thrilled you’re along for the 
journey with me in the HIVE, sister! 

What to do when resistance strikes... 
Often when we’re in the co-creative process we can hit resistance and want to give up. I like to 
call mine JEFFRY, which stands for Judgement, Ego, Fear, Failure, Resistance and Yielding. We 
must fiercely stand by our creative vision when this occurs.  I like to remember in those 
moments that it’s not about me and call in WILMA for support. She’s Wisdom, Intuition, 
Laughter, Mastery and Authenticity.  She reminds me that I’m the sacred vessel which the 
Divine pours through. the hollow bone that Spirit blows through, the living chalice of love 
pouring over and out into the world.  

So my advice to you, sister: Get out of your own WAY! 

Remember that we are all intimately connected. You’re here in service to the greater good. 
Remember that If you don't deliver your gifts they will be lost forever. Come home to yourself 
and our human family.  Step into a portal of oneness that will greet, hold and nurture you deeply 
so we can build a kinder, braver & more beautiful world together. 

The grace period of our ignorance, greed and sleepwalking is ending. Now is the time to 
awaken and help participate in the healing of our world, in the love economy that is emerging, 
in the greater good. Our survival as a species depends on it. Let us be a manifestation of Divine 
Love here on Earth just as the bees are! 

Bringing our “wild” out is, in fact, a form of deep service to the world. Continue to be 
unapologetically who you are. The world needs your too muchness – now more than ever.  

Wisdom from the Bees 
The bees are in a consistent process of co-creation with flowers, plants, each other 
within the HIVE and the Divine. Without interacting with Mother Earth and gathering strength 
and resources from Her, they wouldn’t be able to produce their own sacred art or the unique 
medicine they offer the world: propolis, honey, royal jelly, bee pollen and more. This is a 
powerful reminder that we don’t have to do it alone. We can lean into each other and the Earth 
for support as we bring our own sacred work and #SOULSPARKLE to life. And remember that 
teamwork makes the dream work! ;)  Let’s collectively birth the new world we want to see. 
We're not meant to be creating in silos. That’s why we’re here inside the HIVE: to co-create for 
the greater good of the next 7 generations TOGETHER! So please lean into us for support in 
the online sanctuary this month, sister!  
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The Feminine Principles 
We’re tapping into the feminine principles of co-creation, collaboration, intuition, and 
imagination this moon cycle that will help us to deeply listen to and honor the call of 
the soul. Allow these principles to be guiding lights for you as we enter into 2019. Instead of 
operating solely in the masculine goal-oriented mode that the New Year so often brings, I invite 
you to soften into the wisdom of your body, the stirrings in your heart, and the red flags in your 
gut. Leave spaciousness to just BE. Take time to wonder & dream into what you’d love to co-
create this year instead of just planning and organizing – even if it seems impossible to you in 
this moment. Talk to your sisters and see what you can dream up together in collaboration.  

Depth Inquiry Prompts 
Where do you want to focus your sacred work & life force energies this year?  
What do you want to co-create? 
What intentions do you want to infuse into all of 2019?  
How can you deeply nourish your intentions & co-creations this year? 

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Share your answers with us in the online Sacred 
Sanctuary HERE to receive deep support & accountability. 

Spiritual Practice: Walking a Labyrinth 
One of the most powerful practices for me in my spiritual journey has been 

doing spiral labyrinths. They help to literally spiral me into the core of my 
being, into my deepest truths and inner heart knowing. They help me to 
come home to myself and to the Earth as I bow down on my knees to Her 
in the center. Spiral labyrinths are a beautiful portal to the unseen realms 
and divine transmissions. They are where I have received some of my 
greatest insights and most beautiful gifts – including the message from the 

Great Mother herself to begin to work with Bee medicine over a year and a 
half ago, which led to the birth of SISTERHIVE® on the winter solstice! 

The spiral is also a deeply ancient symbol that is connected to my ancestors.  

You don’t need anything fancy to create a labyrinth. Your intention and the reverence you 
bring to it is everything. That applies to all ritual, really. As long as it resonates in your 
heart and your body, it will be powerful for YOU. That’s what matters most. Just like in Qoya 
movement, you know you’re doing it right when it feels good. There’s no way that you can do it 
wrong. It can simply be a piece of yarn that you create a spiral with on your living room floor. 
You could also choose to create one outside with stones or crystals or even leaves. You could 
even create one in the snow by digging out a path. But if you do have the opportunity to walk a 
sacred labyrinth that’s located in an ancient site, a holy sanctuary or other setting, I highly 
recommend the experience! 
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Expressive Arts Practice: Create Your Own Oracle Card/Divination Deck 
Along with co-creating our lives as sacred art, I believe in the power of artmaking itself, 
especially mixed media visual art & collage, as a form of prayer, deep healing, & communion 
with the Divine that can help inform our journeys along the way. That’s why I refer to my art as 
He(art).  It’s accessing an endless well of colorful textured language from the mysterious realm 
of the soul. Each sacred offering is a clue to the truth of who we are, leading us closer to 
ourselves and why we’re here at this time. It’s an opportunity for us to take an individual journey 
into our inner landscapes, bringing forth our deepest expressions of wholeness and the 
embodied truth felt deep in our bones. It’s welcoming all parts of ourselves home, surrendering 
to the Mystery, and safely entering into the darkness and the shadow. It’s merging spirit and 
earth through creation.  

For every creation is inscribed with the creator, including each and every one of us in the Web 
of All Life. 

Our expressive arts invitation this month will be to create your own Oracle Cards/
Divination Cards (or an entire deck!). Divination is a creative form of communing with Spirit 
that I love to engage in and share. I have about 50 decks in my #SOULSPARKLE Sanctuary 
that I pull from when I’m called. We also use them in Qoya movement, so I always have extras 
on hand. What I love about creating our own cards, though, is that it serves to help us tap into 
our own stream of ancient wisdom within instead of relying on the words or interpretation of 
another.  

In this process, I invite you to re-enter the immensity of the Great Mystery, and commune 
deeply with the truest and most hidden parts of yourself in this practice. Sacred Art has been 
an intimate vehicle for me to grow and expand, and I now deeply desire to share it with you, 
Beloved. 
  

Remember that it’s not about what it looks like, but about 
how it feels. There’s no way you can do it wrong.  
  
Collage is a great place to start if you have some magazines on hand. Also, you could use 
paints, crayons, markers or whatever is available to you. Even just a pen or pencil works. As an 
inspiration for your card(s), sit in the deep inquiry of “What wants to be birthed through me in 
2019?” We’ll enter into this practice together on the New Moon call on January 7th as well! 
  
Bonus 
If you want to go the extra mile - consider setting up what I like to call a “Sacred Playpen 
Practice.” It’s essentially a dedicated sacred space and time each day/week/month that you go 
into to just play in the co-creative energies of the Universe.  

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Post a picture of your oracle cards (or your Sacred 
Playpen) and share your experience in our online Sacred Sanctuary HERE. 
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Sacred Earth Connection Practice 
Make a gratitude offering to the earth for all you received in 2018, & plant seeds for this year for 
all you want to call forward and co-create.  

One of the ways that I love to reconnect and co-create is by making offerings to the Earth: to 
say thank you, to give back, to honor and revere this beautiful home we live on. She, Gaia, 
gives to us constantly to help sustain and support all life, from food to water to phytochemicals. 
I also love working with crystals since they are literally a part of the Mother’s body (which is also 
why we must utilize them sparingly and with great consciousness about how they are sourced 
and mined). Holding this Earth in crystalline light form allows us to connect directly to her 
grounding energy, light matrix and deep sustenance. Crystals also happen to make an ideal 
Gratitude offering. 

This month the invitation is to make a gratitude offering to Mother 
Earth & plant seeds for this year and all you want to call forward and 
co-create.  

I recommend blowing your prayers, gratitudes and intentions into a crystal if you have one 
available and then placing it reverently in a spot in nature where you feel called. If not, any 
natural item will do (shells, feathers, stones, etc.).  

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Post a picture of your offering in our Sacred 
Sanctuary online HERE and/or share your experience! 

Crystal Medicine: Aqua Aura Quartz  
Aqua Aura is clear quartz bonded with gold, evoking ancient powers of alchemical 

synergy. By electrostatically bonding precious metals from the Earth onto the 
surface of natural clear quartz points or clusters, it produces 

a radiant blue crystal with flashes of iridescent rainbow - a 
permanent blend that intensifies the properties of the 
original elements. Aqua Aura quartz enhances your ability 
to speak your inner truth from the heart, has a calming and 
relaxing effect on the body, and is connected both to water 
and the throat chakra. It can help you to become a 
conscious channel of spiritual wisdom and receive 

interdimensional communications as well, making it ideal for 
this month as we co-create our lives as a great masterpiece. It has 

high vibrational energy and can activate all the chakras when used in healing 
work, and it also safeguards against psychic attack. I feel that it also helps us to step into our 
soul’s purpose, aligned with Divine will.  


